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Since the recent exploration of the moon, more scientists are in need of lunar
ephemeris data and various geometric parameters pertinent to lunar landing studies.
Ephemeris data for 1971 and 1972 are presented in digital and graphical form. All
data are in polar coordinates.
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LUNAR EPHEMERIS AND SELENOGRAPHIC COORDINATES OF THE
EARTH AND SUN FOR 1971 AND 1972
By Ann D. Hartung
Manned Spacecraft Center
INTRODUCTION
Ephemeris data are presented in sections for each month for 1971 and 1972 to
provide a time history of lunar coordinates and related geometric information. A NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) modification of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ephem-
eris tape (ref. 1) was used to calculate and plot coordinates of the earth, moon, and
sun. The ephemeris is referenced to the mean vernal equinox at the nearest beginning
of a Besselian year. Therefore, the reference equinox changes from one year to the
next between June 30 and July 1. The apparent discontinuity in the data is not notice-
able in the graphical presentation, but can be observed in the digital output. The mean
equator of epoch is used in all cases. For 1966 to 1970, the same type of data presen-
tation has been prepared in informal MSC documents. The data for 1973 to 1984 are
presented in references 2 to 7. The computer program used to compute and plot the
ephemeris data is described in the appendix.
COORD I NATE SYSTEMS
The following two coordinate systems are used in this ephemeris documentation.
1. The geocentric inertial (space-fixed) system is a right-handed orthogonal
coordinate system defined by the mean vernal equinox and the equatorial plane at the
nearest beginning of a Besselian year. The X-axis is in the direction of the vernal
equinox, the X-Y plane is in the mean equatorial plane, and the Z-axis is the mean
North Pole.
2. The selenographic rotational coordinate system is a moon-fixed system such
that the X-axis coincides with the mean center of the apparent lunar disk and the
X-Y plane is perpendicular to the mean lunar axis of rotation and therefore defines the
mean lunar equator. The Z-axis is the mean lunar North Pole (ref. 8).
DIGITALEPHEMERIS
The ephemeris data are presented in digital form as a table appearing before the
figure for each month. The digital data are presented as tables I to XXIV. The digi-
tal output is presented in 4-hour intervals beginning at 0:00 Greenwich mean time
(G. m. t.) on the first day of the month and continuing to 24:00 G. m. t. on the last day
of the month. The month, day of the month, and year are printed at the top of each
digital output page. All the data, except time, are listed in an exponential format, in
which the number following the letter "E" indicates the power of 10 to be applied. For
example, the number -0. 63391735E 01 is interpreted as -0. 63391735 x 10 or
-6.3991735.




EARTH-MOON DIST, n. mi.
SELENOG LAT EARTH, deg
RT ASC MOON, deg
SELENOG LON EARTH, deg
INCLINATION, deg
RA ASCENDING NODE, deg
SELENOG LAT SUN, deg
SELENOG LONG SUN, deg
time measured from 0: 00 G. m. t. January 1, 1971,
and January 1, 1972, respectively
declination of the moon with respect to the earth
equatorial plane, measured positive north
angle between the earth-moon line and the ascending
node of the moon orbit plane with the earth equa-
torial plane; measured in the moon orbit plane in
the direction of motion from the ascending node
distance between the centers of the earth and the moon
latitude of the subearth point in selenographic coordi-
nates, measured positive north
right ascension of the moon, measured east from the
vernal equinox in the earth equatorial plane
selenographic longitude of the subearth point, meas-
ured positive east from the 0° longitude meridian
inclination of the earth-moon plane with respect to the
mean earth equatorial plane
right ascension of the ascending node of the earth-
moon plane with the earth equatorial plane, meas-
ured positive east from the vernal equinox
selenographic latitude of the subsolar point, measured
positive north
selenographic longitude of the subsolar point, meas-
ured positive east from the 0° longitude meridian
SUN-EARTH-MOON ANG, deg angle formed by the earth-moon and earth-sun center
line with the earth at the vertex
DAY calendar date of the current month
HOUR, hr G. m. t. hour of the day
GRAPHICALEPHEMERIS
All digital data, except total hours, are plotted in figures 1 to 24. Each month
of 1971 and 1972 is represented by a figure, and each figure consists of 12 parts
(a to 1). In all cases, parts with like letters represent the same kind of data. For ex-
ample, part (a) of each figure is the lunar declination time history for that month.
With the exception of parts (i) and (1), the abscissa is the day of the month.
Part (i) is a plot of the intersection of the earth-moon line with the lunar surface (lati-
tude as a function of longitude). The first day of the month is indicated on the plot, and
other time ticks can be obtained by referring to part (h) (latitude and longitude as a
function of day of the month). Part (1) is a plot of the intersection of the sun-moon line
with the lunar surface (latitude as a function of longitude). The curve in part (1) in-
cludes more than 360° longitude because the calendar month is longer than the lunar
month. Time ticks for part (1) can be obtained by referring to part (j) (latitude as a
function of day of the month) and part (k) (longitude as a function of day of the month).
Manned Spacecraft Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Houston, Texas, November 23, 1970
924-22-20-00-72
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Figure 1.- Concluded.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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Figure 2. - Concluded
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 3.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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Figure 4. - Continued.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(j) Selenographic latitude of the sun.
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Figure 6. - Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(j) Selenographic latitude of the sun.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(j) Selenographic latitude of the sun.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(i) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
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Figure 10. - Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(i) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
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Figure 11.- Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(i) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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Selenographic longitude of the sun, deg
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 12. - Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(j) Selenographic latitude of the sun.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of Seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 13. - Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of Seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 14. - Concluded.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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Figure 17. - Concluded.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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Figure 18. - Concluded.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of Seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 19.- Concluded.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 20. - Concluded.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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Figure 21.- Concluded.
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Figure 22. - Concluded.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(b) Earth-moon distance in nautical miles.
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(d) Inclination of the earth-moon plane.
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(f) Lunar argument time history.
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(h) Selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth.
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(i) Selenographic latitude as a function of seleno-
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(j) Selenographic latitude of the sun.
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(k) Selenographic longitude of the sun.
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(1) Selenographic latitude as a function of Seleno-
graphic longitude for the sun.
Figure 24. - Concluded.
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APPENDIX
DOCUMENTATION OF THE EARTH-MOON-SUN GEOMETRY
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE APOLLO PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The Earth-Moon-Sun Geometry Computer Program converts the lunar ephemeris
from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates and computes the sun-earth-moon
angle and the selenographic subearth and subsolar points. The results of these compu-
tations are then automatically plotted by the SC-4020 plotter.
The following quantities are obtained in any desired time increment.
1. Lunar declination
2. Right ascension of the moon
3. Right ascension of the lunar ascending node with respect to the earth equa-
torial plane
4. Inclination of the earth-moon plane with respect to the earth equatorial plane
5. Argument of the moon from the ascending node of the moon orbit plane with
respect to the earth equatorial plane
6. Sun-earth-moon angle
7. Selenographic latitude and longitude of the subearth point
8. Selenographic latitude and longitude of the subpolar point
Definitions of the input variables used in the computer program are listed in table A-l.
The computer uses the MSC modified version of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ephemeris tape (ref. 1, tape EPHS or its equivalent) on which Cartesian coordinates of
the moon and sun for the years between 1951 and 2000 are recorded. The coordinates
are referenced to the mean equinox at the beginning of the nearest Besselian year,
which differs from the beginning of the calendar year by a fraction of a day.
SUBROUTINE INFO
The purpose of the subroutine INFO of the Earth-Moon-Sun Geometry Computer
Program is to obtain earth-moon-sun geometry data for a given time period between
1951 and 2000.
415
The card input for subroutine INFO includes the following variables.
1. The input variable YEAR is the four-place integer in columns 1 to 4 which
specifies the desired year for the data computation.
2. The input variable DAY is the floating-point number in columns 5 to 14 which
specifies the calendar day of the year referenced to 0:00 hours January 1 of the desired
year.
3. The input variable HOUR is the floating-point number in columns 15 to 24
which specifies the hour of the day, in fractions of an hour if desired, at which the
data computation is to begin.
4. The input variable TINC is the floating-point number in columns 25 to 34
which specifies the time increment between data points (in fractional hours as well as
multiples of 1 hour).
5. The input variable TMAX is the floating-point number in columns 35 to 44
which specifies the maximum time, in hours, to be allotted for obtaining the desired
data. This number will be compared with the current time (the input hour plus the
time increment), and when the current time exceeds TMAX, the computation will be
terminated and the plots drawn or another case read in.
6. The input variable NP is the integer in columns 45 to 46 which indicates
whether plotting on microfilm is desired. If NP = 6, no microfilm and no plots will
be made; the digital output will be on paper print-outs. If NP = 17, plots will be drawn
on microfilm, and the data will be output on microfilm.
The mathematical symbols included in the following explanation of the data com-
putation in subroutine INFO and the corresponding computer program symbols are
defined in table A-I. The lunar declination is computed by
(Al)
•Y2/
The right ascension of the moon is computed by
a = tan'1 (J) (A2)
For the lunar inclination, the right ascension of the ascending node, and the lunar
argument, the lunar momentum vector is computed by
H = R x V (A3)
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The inclination of the moon orbit plane is computed by
I = tan-1 + HYHZ (A4)
The right ascension of the ascending node of the earth-moon plane with respect to the
earth equatorial plane is computed by
(A5)
The lunar argument is then computed by
o> = tan" (sin I)(X cos z m!S2 + Y sin O) J (A6)
To calculate the sun-earth-moon angle, the dot product of the position vectors of the
sun and the moon is computed by
(A7)





For the selenographic latitude and longitude of the earth-moon line, the product of the





















The position vector of the sun with respect to the moon is computed from the difference
between the position vector of the sun with respect to the earth and the position vector
of the moon with respect to the earth.
RSM ~ RS " RM (A12)
The selenographic position of the sun is the product of the libration matrix of the moon















and the selenographic longitude of the sun is
X ^tan-
The following restrictions (input requirements) apply to subroutine INFO:
1. The input variable YEAR cannot be less than 1951 nor exceed 1999.
2. The following routines must be available to subroutine INFO.
a. Subroutine ZEROPI places an angle between 0 and 2tr.
b. Subroutine PLOTER uses the NAA-4020 plotting routines to draw plots on
microfilm.
c. Subroutine JPLEPH is the ephemeris reading routine.
d. Subroutine NEWT is the fifth- order Newton interpolation routine.
e. Subroutine UN11 is an auxiliary routine for the ephemeris reading routine.
f . Subroutine FSBSF is an auxiliary routine for the ephemeris reading
routine.
g. Subroutine VCMSCN is an auxiliary routine for the ephemeris reading
routine.
h. The standard IBSYS and the NAA-4020 plotting routines must be used.
3. The MSC modified version of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ephemeris tape
(tape EPHS or its equivalent) must be placed on logical tape 15 (Fortran IV tape 11).
4. The MSC-4020 routine available on logical tape 19 (Fortran IV tape 17) ena-
bles the user to put a Fortran format on microfilm as it would appear on the printed
paper.
SUBROUTINE PLOTER
The purpose of subroutine PLOTER is to draw plots on microfilm, using the
NAA-4020 plotting routines. The calling sequence for subroutine PLOTER is as
follows:
CALL PLOTER (DATAX, DATAY, N, BCDX1,
BCDX2, BCDX3, IGRID, IPRINT, CONS)
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where DATAX is an array, dimensioned 200, containing the X coordinates.
DATAY is an array, dimensioned 200, containing the Y coordinates.
N is the integer number of points to be plotted.
BCDX1 is an array containing the vertical axis heading — a maximum of
30 characters.
BCDX2 is an array containing the horizontal axis heading — a maximum of
30 characters.
BCDX3 is an array containing the title for the plot — a maximum of
90 characters.
IGRID is an integer variable used to indicate the number of plots per frame of
microfilm. IGRID = 1 if only one plot per frame is desired. IGRID > 1 if
more than one plot per frame is desired. Once IGRID is set >1, the follow-
ing plots will be drawn with more than one plot per frame until IGRID is set
equal to one. There is no limit to the number of plots that can be placed on
a frame, but the user should consider legibility.
IPRINT is an integer variable that will suppress printing of headings on the
plots. IPRINT = 1 if no printing is desired. IPRINT > 1 if printing is
desired.
CONS returns the program to the calling routine without a frame advance when
set equal to one. CONS = 1 allows the user to write on the frame just plotted.
CONS = .2 if PLOTER is to determine the spacing (and labeling) for the
X-axis. CONS > 2 results in a frame advance, and the calling program
determines spacing for the X-axis.
The calling program should have the following labeled common statement:
COMMON/HELP/DETR, MINMAX(4)
If DETR = 1, the calling routine supplies the minimum and maximum values of Y
(MINMAX(l) and MINMAX(2)). If DETR = 2, the calling routine supplies the minimum
and maximum values of X and Y. (The minimum value of X is MINMAX(3); the maxi-
mum value of X is MINMAX(4).)
The plots prepared by subroutine PLOTER are drawn by the NAA-4020 routines.
The only restriction on subroutine PLOTER is that the NAA-4020 routines must be
available in the program library.
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SUBROUTINEZEROPI
The purpose of subroutine ZEROPI is to place an angle between 0 and 2n. The
calling sequence for subroutine ZEROPI is as follows:
CALL ZEROPI (ANGLE1, ANGLE2)
where ANGLEl is the angle to be placed between 0 and 2vr, and ANGLE2 is the
resulting angle. The only restriction on subroutine ZEROPI is that ANGLEl must
be in radians.
421









































Earth-moon distance in nautical miles
Lunar declination
1 2 -dimensional array of position and
velocity vectors of the moon
3x3 libration matrix of the moon
Right ascension of the moon
Lunar momentum vector
Inclination of the moon orbit plane with
respect to the earth equatorial plane
Right ascension of the ascending node
Lunar argument with respect to the
earth -moon plane
Position and velocity vectors of the sun
Dummy variable
Unitized position vector of the sun
Dot product of the position vectors of
the sun and the moon
Cosine of the sun -earth -moon angle
Sine of the sun -earth -moon angle
Sun -earth -moon angle
Librated position vector of the moon
Selenographic latitude
Selenographic longitude
Position vector of the sun with respect
to the moon
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TABLE A-L - EARTH-MOON-SUN GEOMETRY COMPUTER PROGRAM
INPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS - Continued



















XSML' YSML' ZSML Selenographic position of the sun
Selenographic latitude of the sun
Selenographic longitude of the sun
Conversion factor from astronomical
units to earth radii
Conversion factor from earth radii to
nautical miles
Conversion factor from radians to
degrees
Program variable to print day of the
month
Day of the year
Earth radii in statute miles
Current time of the day (G. m. t.)
Integer form of DATE
Integer form of DAY
Error indicator
Variable to determine the number of
plots per frame of microfilm
Variable to indicate whether to compute
maximum or minimum values for the
plotting scale
Integer form of the month (1 to 12)
Integer from 1 to 7 to indicate the year
from 1964 to 1970
Variable to indicate whether to print
on the microfilm plot
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TABLE A-I. - EARTH-MOON-SUN GEOMETRY COMPUTER PROGRAM




















X coordinate used in labeling plots
Y coordinate used in labeling plots
Floating-point minutes past the hour
for ephemeris reading
Dummy array
Year in the Besselian calendar
Array of maximum and minimum values
for plot scaling
Floating-point number of the month
Dummy array
Dummy array
Array used to label plots
Time of the day
Total hours after 0:00 G. m.t. Jan. 1
Array for storing names of the months
Array equivalent to WORD
Array for storing the year being
computed
Arrays used to label plots
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